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1. Cyberbullying: Harassment, taunting, and teasing committed 

online, such as in chat rooms or by posting inappropriate or false 

information or images of someone. 

 

2. Firewall: Internet security software and /or hardware that protects 

your computer against unauthorized access. 

 

3. Hacking: Entering another user’s computer without permission and 

undertaking activities such as stealing personal information or 

crashing the system; the digital equivalent of breaking and entering. 

 

4. Intellectual property: Property of the mind including ideas, 

inventions, and creations such as art and music. 

 

5. PayPal: Third party vendor online that allows users to securely send 

and receive online payments via bank accounts or credit card. 

 

6. Phishing: Tricking users into revealing personal information such as 

passwords and bank account numbers by way of emails purporting 

to be from actual companies; users are directed to a bogus Web site 

and asked to input sensitive information, which can then be used in 

identity theft. 

 

7. Plagiarism: Copying or using someone else’s work and taking credit 

for it without acknowledging the real author. Plagiarism can occur 

online when students copy or by academic papers and turn them in 

as original work, or when they copy passages from online and paste it 

into their own work. 
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8. Trojan horse: Computer program that appears to be a harmless or 

helpful application (such as a game) but actually causes damage to 

a computer once downloaded. 

 

9. Virtual (digital) footprint: Information about yourself that you leave 

online through postings and photographs. Even if you delete 

something, it remains online in some capacity- don’t forget that 

every action you take online is permanent. 

 

10. Virus: Malicious software that enters a computer and negatively 

affects that computer’s ability to run correctly.  

 

11. Data mining: using someone’s internet activity to gather and store 

information on him or her. 

 

12. Privacy Settings: tools to limit access to your personal information 

and photos online. 

 

13. Social Networking: Connecting with friends, peers, and new 

acquaintances via various internet sites (such as Facebook and 

Twitter). 


